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In the first half of 2012, if you did not own Apple and it was in your benchmark, you were 

mostly likely underperforming. Worse, if you initiated a position in Apple in the second half of 

2012, your underperformance was magnified. 

We want to highlight how utilizing our approach of analyzing earnings estimate trends 

accurately showed when it was time to invest & trade Apple’s stock from 2012 to 2014. First 

though, we want to emphasize three essential principles to our model and distinguish it from 

other traditional earnings momentum models: 

1. It does not matter if earnings estimates are rising or falling 

Most traditional earnings revision models focus on the best & worst absolute changes to 

earnings estimates. However, after two decades of tracking earnings data, we have 

learned the future direction of any company’s stock price does not depend on whether 

a company’s earnings estimates are going up or down. Instead, we have learned, and 

have the empirical evidence to back it up, that it is far more important to know if 

earnings expectations are getting better or worse. There is a difference and it is critical 

to understand this difference if you want to improve your chances to outperform. 

2. Financial markets are dynamic not static 

 

Since traditional earnings revision models focus on absolute changes to earnings 

estimates, they essentially view the market as a snapshot in time. Viewing the market in 

this way typically leads to inferior investment conclusions because it can lead to a “buy 

high and hope it goes higher” strategy. How many times have you seen an earnings 

revision model send you a buy signal only to see the stock has already run-up 100%? 

Our model was created to solve this problem. 

 

3. Markets are efficiently priced 

 

In the long-run markets are efficiently priced. However, there are times when short-

term factors, often fear and greed, cause prices to diverge from their underlying 

earnings expectation trends. We spot these divergences for active managers and help 

them maximize their risk-adjusted returns.  
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Apple’s weakening EPS expectations and how it became overvalued in 2012 

 In the first half of 2012, Apple’s stock price was on fire and its market cap was growing 

so large that its stock price movement was responsible for 10% to 15% of the overall 

direction of the S&P 500 index. 

 Simply put, if you did not own Apple in early 2012 and it was in your benchmark, you 

were probably underperforming.  

 In a April 3, 2012 Forbes’s article entitled , “What Apple Needs To Be Worth A Trillion 

Dollars” by Steve Schaefer, a prominent Wall Street equity analyst, has just issued a 

$1,000 target price on the company and said it would become the first trillion market 

cap company in the world. 

 In that same article, Nick Raich, the CEO and founder of The Earnings Scout, 

recommended reducing your positions in Apple because it was becoming increasingly 

more overvalued. 

 Here is a link to the article What Apple needs to be worth a trillion dollars 

 Raich did not conclude Apple was overvalued based on its PE, discounted cash flow 

model, or any other traditional valuation metric taught in the text books. 

 Instead, utilizing his proprietary earnings model and analysis, he determined it was time 

to start reducing his firm’s overweight position in Apple just months before the stock 

declined over -45%. 

 

 

 

The Earnings Score 

measures the rates 

of change to 

multiple periods of 

earnings estimates 

for the company. A 

positive earnings 

score indicates 

estimates are 

going up. Negative 

earnings scores 

indicate they are 

going down. The 

actual score tells 

you the magnitude 

of those revisions. 

 

EPS estimates are 

rising 

EPS estimates are 

falling 

In early 2012, Apple’s EPS estimates were 

rising, but at decreasing rates. As Apple’s stock 

price went higher and its EPS expectations 

weakened, the stock became overvalued.  

http://www.forbes.com/sites/steveschaefer/2012/04/03/what-apple-needs-to-be-worth-a-trillion-dollars-video/
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Apple’s EPS expectations weaken and its stock price gets cut in half 

 

Apple’s EPS expectations began to improve in May 2013 

 In the summer of 2013, Apple was no longer a Wall Street favorite; in fact, it was now 

hated, having dropped over 45% in value in less than one year. 

 Wall Street analysts then became too pessimistic on the company. 

 The worst of their negative earnings estimate revisions, in terms of magnitude 

downward, occurred when they slashed multiple periods of earnings expectations by      

-19.66% in May 2013. 

 While most earnings revision models had strong buy ratings on Apple in the summer of 

2012 just before its 45% drop, by May 2013, most now had strong sell signals on the 

stock because EPS expectations were coming down so much; however, Apple’s stock 

price would soon rocket higher. 

 By the middle of the summer of 2013, our model was beginning to pick up on Apple’s 

improving EPS expectation trend (from bad to less bad) and beaten down stock price 

while most just noticed that earnings estimates were still falling for the company. 

 

 

 

Apple’s EPS 

estimates 

fell at 

increasing 

rates until 

multiple 

periods of 

Apple’s 

earnings 

estimates 

were 

falling by -

19.66% in 

May 2013. 

 

EPS estimates are 

falling 

Stock prices typically follow the rate of change 

to earnings expectations. Apple’s stock price 

fell as the magnitude of downward estimate 

revisions increased. 
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Apple’s improving EPS expectations and stock price 

  

Apple’s Two Year EPS estimate revision and price trend ending October 3, 2014. 

 

 

 

In terms of 

magnitude, 

the worst 

of the 

negative 

EPS 

estimate 

revisions 

for Apple 

occurred in 

May 2013. 

Apple’s 

stock has 

rallied ever 

since. 

 

Apple can no 

longer have its 

estimates cut 

and have its 

stock price go 

higher as it did in 

2013. Why? 

Because it needs 

to show 

continued 

improvement 

Otherwise, it will 

become 

overvalued once 

again. 

 

Apple’s EPS estimates were falling in 2013. However, 

notice the improvement in its underlying earnings 

expectation trend. This is why its stock price rallied. 


